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(57) ABSTRACT 

Various technologies and techniques are disclosed for dis 
playing and managing spreadsheets on mobile devices. An 
optimized search can be performed. A selection is received 
from a user to open a spreadsheet. A find selection is received 
from the use along with keywords for which to the user wishes 
to search. Any matching keywords are found in the spread 
sheet and the cell location of the keywords is retrieved. A 
results page is constructed that shows search result listings 
with the keywords along with data Surrounding the one or 
more keywords. The results page is displayed. Navigation 
options are provided for allowing a user to navigate around 
the spreadsheet. Right, left, downward, and upward naviga 
tion options can be used to change the current view of the 
spreadsheet by a pre-defined number of cells. Techniques are 
described for optimizing the display of charts in the spread 
sheet. 
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MCRO BROWSER SPREADSHEET VIEWER 

BACKGROUND 

0001. In today’s world of technology, it is easier than ever 
before to access information while traveling. For example, 
laptop computers often have wireless internet access to cor 
porate networks to allow users to access critical data when 
needed. Similarly, mobile devices are becoming more and 
more advanced, and most mobile phones and PDAS today 
provide the user with access to the Internet and sometimes 
company documents from within the Small viewing window 
that the mobile phone or PDA has to offer. 
0002. As with most advances in technology, there are also 
some challenges. Mobile phones and PDAs have very small 
screens for displaying information to end users. So even 
though these devices may have a fast Internet connection for 
retrieving large documents, there is still an issue with finding 
the best ways to fit that information onto the small screen of 
the mobile device for the user to view it. 

SUMMARY 

0003 Various technologies and techniques are disclosed 
for displaying and managing spreadsheets on mobile devices. 
An optimized search can be performed. A selection is 
received from a user to open a spreadsheet. A find selection is 
received from the use along with keywords for which to the 
user wishes to search. Any matching keywords are found in 
the spreadsheet and the cell location of the keywords is 
retrieved. A results page is constructed that shows search 
result listings with the keywords along with data Surrounding 
the one or more keywords. The results page is displayed. 
0004. In one implementation, navigation options are pro 
vided for allowing a user to navigate around the spreadsheet. 
A selection is received from a user to open a spreadsheet. A 
portion of the spreadsheet is displayed in a current view. 
When the spreadsheet contains additional columns of data on 
a right side of any columns being displayed in the current 
view, a right navigation option is provided that when selected 
will shift the spreadsheet rightward by a pre-defined number 
of cells. When the spreadsheet contains additional columns of 
data on a left side of any columns being displayed in the 
current view, a left navigation option is provided that when 
selected will shift the spreadsheet leftward by the pre-defined 
number of cells. When the spreadsheet contains additional 
rows of data on a lower side of any rows being displayed in the 
current view, a down navigation option is provided that when 
selected will shift the spreadsheet downward by the pre 
defined number of cells. When the spreadsheet contains addi 
tional rows of data on an upper side of any rows being dis 
played in the current view, an up navigation option is 
provided that when selected will shift the spreadsheet upward 
by the pre-defined number of cells. 
0005. In another implementation, techniques are 
described for optimizing the display of charts in the spread 
sheet. A selection is received from a user to open a spread 
sheet on a mobile device. When the spreadsheet being opened 
contains a chart, an icon is displayed instead of the chart. A 
selection is received from the user to view the chart. The chart 
is then displayed in the spreadsheet for the user to view and 
interact with. 
0006. This Summary was provided to introduce a selec 
tion of concepts in a simplified form that are further described 
below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not 
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intended to identify key features or essential features of the 
claimed Subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid 
in determining the scope of the claimed Subject matter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIG. 1 is a process flow diagram for one implemen 
tation illustrating the stages involved in performing a search 
for data on a micro browser spreadsheet viewer on a mobile 
device. 
0008 FIG. 2 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates selection of a location at which to begin the 
search. 
0009 FIG. 3 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates an exemplary search results listing with the 
matching data displayed along with Surrounding data. 
0010 FIG. 4 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates additional search options that can also be used. 
0011 FIG. 5 is a process flow diagram for one implemen 
tation illustrating the stages involved in performing a search 
based upon a row or column selection. 
0012 FIG. 6 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates allowing a user to select row or column search 
options. 
0013 FIG. 7 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates an exemplary search results listing with the 
matching data displayed by row along with Surrounding data. 
0014 FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram for one implemen 
tation illustrating the stages involved in rendering a chart 
within a micro browser spreadsheet viewer on a mobile 
device. 
0015 FIG. 9 is a simulated screen for one implementation 
that illustrates initially rendering a chart with just a simple 
icon and a title. 
0016 FIG. 10 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates an exemplary view of the chart that can be 
displayed when the user selects the simple icon that repre 
sents the chart. 
0017 FIG. 11 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates a Zoomed in view of the chart shown in 
FIG 10. 

0018 FIG. 12 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates a Zoomed in view of the chart shown in 
FIG 11. 
0019 FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic view of one implemen 
tation that illustrates an exemplary navigation structure for 
navigating portions of the spreadsheet one section at a time. 
0020 FIG. 14 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates an initial view of spreadsheet data that 
begins in an upper left corner of the spreadsheet. 
0021 FIG. 15 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates some exemplary navigation and other 
options that appear at the bottom of the current view of 
spreadsheet data. 
0022 FIG. 16 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates an exemplary navigation screen that can 
be displayed when a user selects a navigation button. 
0023 FIG. 17 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates an exemplary settings Screen that enables 
the user to customize various display settings. 
0024 FIG. 18 is a process flow diagram for one imple 
mentation illustrating the stages involved in enabling a user to 
freeze a selected column or row in the spreadsheet. 
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0025 FIG. 19 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates allowing a user to choose an option for 
whether to freeze a row or a column. 
0026 FIG. 20 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates allowing a user to select the specific col 
umn to freeze. 
0027 FIG. 21 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates allowing a user to select the specific row to 
freeze. 
0028 FIG. 22 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates that the selected column has been frozen. 
0029 FIG. 23 is a simulated screen for one implementa 
tion that illustrates the data having been shifted one cell to the 
right, but the frozen column still remaining in place. 
0030 FIG. 24 is a diagrammatic view of a computer sys 
tem of one implementation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0031. The technologies and techniques herein may be 
described in the general context as an application that enables 
spreadsheets to be browsed in a micro browser on a mobile 
device, but the technologies and techniques also serve other 
purposes in addition to these. In one implementation, one or 
more of the techniques described herein can be implemented 
as features within a mobile device spreadsheet program Such 
as MICROSOFTR) Excel Mobile, from within a content man 
agement application such as MICROSOFTR) SharePoint, 
and/or from any other type of program or service that stores 
and/or interfaces with spreadsheets that are displayed on a 
mobile device. 
0032. In one implementation, a micro browser spread 
sheet viewer is described that allows a user to view and 
optionally manage spreadsheets from a mobile device such as 
a mobile phone or PDA in an efficient manner. The term 
“micro browser spreadsheet viewer as used herein is meant 
to include a spreadsheet program that is designed to operate 
with a small viewing window, Such as a screen of a mobile 
device. The micro browser spreadsheet viewer is designed to 
provide a rich user experience for interacting with spread 
sheets, but within the confines of the limited screen space 
offered on such mobile devices. For example, the user is able 
to navigate both horizontally and vertically through the 
spreadsheet using a series of navigation options (e.g. buttons 
or otherwise). A find technique is offered that displays mul 
tiple search results on a page along with a context of the 
Surrounding data from the cells that Surround the matching 
keyword that was being searched for. Row and column freez 
ing is made available for the spreadsheet. Alternatively or 
additionally, images and charts are initially rendered as icons 
so that their load time and/or download time can be reduced, 
and/or the screen real estate preserved until the user is ready 
to view them. 
0033. While the techniques herein are described in the 
context of a micro browser spreadsheet viewer on a mobile 
device. Some or all of these techniques could also be used in 
other spreadsheet programs running on a larger device Such as 
a desktop computer or laptop computer and still prove ben 
eficial to end users. 
0034 Turning now to FIGS. 1-23, the stages for imple 
menting one or more implementations of micro browser 
spreadsheet viewer are described in further detail. In some 
implementations, the processes of FIG. 2-23 are at least par 
tially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 
600 (of FIG. 24). 
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0035 FIG. 1 is a process flow diagram 100 for one imple 
mentation illustrating the stages involved in performing a 
search for data contained in a spreadsheet from within a micro 
browser spreadsheet viewer on a mobile device. A selection is 
received from a user to open a spreadsheet on a mobile device 
(stage 102). A find selection is received from the user (stage 
104). Keyword input is received from the user (stage 106). 
Any matching keywords that are contained in the document 
are found, and their respective cell locations are retrieved 
(stage 108). A results page is constructed with data Surround 
ing the keyword (stage 110). In other words, data for some of 
the rows and/or columns that surround the cell where the 
matching keyword is located can also be retrieved. The search 
results are then displayed to the user in one or more search 
results listings (stage 112), which can include the cell name 
and data from the cell containing the keyword, and some of 
the Surrounding data to give the user further context. The user 
can then select an entry in the search results listing and go to 
that particular location in the spreadsheet. FIGS. 2-4 describe 
Some exemplary screens which illustrate this search process 
in further detail. 

0036 FIG. 2 is a simulated screen 220 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates selection of a location at which to begin 
the search. In the example shown, the user enters the key word 
criteria 222 to search for in the document. The user can also 
select the location in the spreadsheet to search, Such as from 
the top left cell 224 or from the first cell 226. Upon selecting 
the find option 228, a search is performed to see if the key 
word is present in one or more locations in the spreadsheet. 
The results of the search are then displayed to the user in a 
screen such as the one illustrated in FIG. 3. 

0037 FIG. 3 is a simulated screen 240 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates an exemplary search results listing with 
the matching data displayed along with Surrounding data. In 
this example, the keyword that was being searched for in the 
spreadsheet was PDA. The keyword PDA was located in at 
least three different positions within the spreadsheet. If the 
data that Surrounds the keyword is also displayed for each 
search result listing. For example, the keyword PDA was 
located in cell B19 (244). This data is shown in the center 242 
of the search results for that listing, along with the other 
Surrounding rows and columns. This allows the user to see the 
data in its original context, and to then select a particular 
search result to navigate to that portion of the spreadsheet. It 
will be appreciated that while the search results listing in FIG. 
3 are shown in a 3x3 format, numerous other variations for 
displaying the search results could also be used in other 
implementations. 
0038 FIG. 4 is a simulated screen 260 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates additional search options that can be 
used. In the example shown, additional search options are 
displayed after the end of the search results data being dis 
played on that page 262. One of the search options includes a 
find field 264, which allows the user to enter a keyword to 
search for in the spreadsheet. The location at which to begin 
the search can also be specified. A find option 266 can be 
selected to perform another search. If the user is finished 
performing a search, then option 268 can be selected to go 
back to the spreadsheet. 
0039 FIG. 5 is a process flow diagram 280 for one imple 
mentation illustrating the stages involved in performing a 
search based upon a row or column selection. A spreadsheet 
is opened on a mobile device (stage 281). A user selects a find 
option (stage 282). The user inputs one or more keywords and 
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selects a row or column on which to base the search (stage 
284). If a column search was selected, then all matching 
keywords are found in the document in their cell locations 
retrieved (stage 286). If a row search was selected, then all 
matching keywords are found in the document and their cell 
locations retrieved (stage 290). In either scenario, a results 
page is constructed by retrieving the cells that are in the same 
column or row as the keyword (stage 288). The search result 
is displayed to the user(stage 294) and the process ends (stage 
296). The simulated screens of FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate this 
process in further detail. 
0040 FIG. 6 is a simulated screen 300 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates allowing a user to select row or column 
search options. After entering the keyword(s) 302 for which 
to search, the user can select a row or column option 304 to 
indicate whether the search should be limited to values con 
tained in a certain row or column. 
0041 Turning now to FIG. 7, a simulated screen 320 is 
shown for one implementation that illustrates an exemplary 
search results listing with the matching data displayed by row 
along with Surrounding data. Since a row option was chosen 
on FIG. 6, the search was limited to the row that was selected 
when the search was initiated. In another implementation, the 
user can be prompted to specify which row to use for the 
search. The cells that contained the matching keywords are 
then displayed, along with the Surrounding data for that cell. 
For example, cell A9 (322) contains the word Chinese 324, 
which was the keyword being searched for in this example 
0042 FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram 350 for one imple 
mentation illustrating the stages involved in rendering a chart 
or other image within a micro browser spreadsheet viewer on 
a mobile device. A spreadsheet is displayed for the user to 
view (stage 352). If the spreadsheet contains a chart (or other 
image) (decision point 354), then the chart is rendered as an 
image icon or other representation (graphic or textual) (stage 
356). The term “chart’ as used herein is meant to include any 
type of graphic chart, image, photo, etc. that may be present in 
a spreadsheet. In one implementation, different types of icons 
are used to visually indicate the type of chart it is. For 
example, if the chart is a bar chart, then the icon representing 
the chart can have a bar chart graphic. If the chart is a photo 
Such as a jpg, then the icon can display a graphic or other 
representation to show that it is a jpg format. 
0043. In one implementation, the chart is initially ren 
dered as an icon in order to save time for downloading the 
chart from an online web server that is storing the spread 
sheet, when applicable. Alternatively or additionally, any 
costs associated with download transfer fees (i.e. internet data 
transfer costs) can be saved until the information is actually 
needed. In another implementation, the chart is initially ren 
dered as an icon in order to save screen real estate until the 
user is ready to view the information. 
0044) When the user wishes to actually view the chart, 
then the user can click on a chart link or other chart view 
option (stage 358), and the chart image is retrieved (when 
applicable) and then displayed, such as in a mode which is fit 
to the screen (stage 360). The user is able to Zoom in further 
on the chart, or to return back to the spreadsheet (stage 362). 
If the user selects an option to Zoom in, then a larger (medium 
size) image is shown (stage 364). The user can choose to 
further Zoom in to the original size of the image, to Zoom out, 
or to return to the spreadsheet (stage 366). 
0045. From the original size of the image, if the user 
selects an option to Zoom out, then a medium size image is 
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shown (stage 364). If the user chooses to Zoom in a second 
time, then the original and larger size of the image is shown 
(stage 368). The user can choose to Zoom out or go back to the 
spreadsheet (stage 370). At any point upon selecting an option 
to return to the spreadsheet, the Zooming process ends and the 
user is returned to the spreadsheet (stage 372). It will be 
appreciated that the Zoom in and Zoom out examples 
described in FIG. 8 are just provided for the sake of illustra 
tion. In other implementations, various other Zoominor Zoom 
out combinations could also be supported. The process of 
FIG.8 will now be described in further detail with the simu 
lated Screens of FIGS. 9-12. 

0046 FIG. 9 is a simulated screen 380 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates initially rendering a chart with just a 
simple icon and a title. In the position where the chart appears 
in the original spreadsheet, an icon 382 along with the title of 
the chart is displayed. In one implementation, the user can 
view the actual chart by selecting the icon 382. In one imple 
mentation, by showing the chart in a simple icon format 
initially, resources can be saved by not rendering a chart 
unless and until the end user wishes to view it. 

0047 FIG. 10 is a simulated screen 390 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates an exemplary view of the chart that can 
be displayed when the user selects the simple icon that rep 
resents the chart. In the example shown in FIG. 10, the chart 
is displayed in a format that is fit according to the current 
window 392 so the user can see a small version of the entire 
chart. Upon selecting the chart, or upon otherwise selecting a 
Zoom in option, a larger view of the chart can be displayed. An 
example of this is shown in FIG. 11. 
0048 FIG. 11 is a simulated screen 394 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates a Zoomed in view 395 of the chart shown 
in FIG. 10. Again, upon selecting the chart, or upon otherwise 
selecting a Zoom in option, a larger view of the chart can be 
displayed. An example of this is shown in FIG. 12. 
0049 FIG. 12 is a simulated screen 396 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates a Zoomed in view of the chart shown in 
FIG. 11. In the example view of FIG. 12, the chart is being 
displayed in its original size 398, which causes a portion of it 
to chop off of the screen. 
0050 Turning now to FIGS. 13-16, some exemplary navi 
gation features for navigating around the spreadsheet in a 
microbrowser spreadsheet viewer are illustrated. FIG. 13 is a 
diagrammatic view 400 of one implementation that illustrates 
an exemplary navigation structure for navigating portions of 
the spreadsheet one section at a time. Using right, left, down, 
and up navigation options, the user is able to control which 
cells of the spreadsheet are shown at a given time. For 
example, when the spreadsheet is first opened, a small portion 
of the entire spreadsheet is displayed initially on the screen as 
the current view. Upon selecting a right navigation option 
402, the next region to the right of the initial page is then 
displayed that shows additional columns for the current rows 
of data. From the second page being displayed on the screen, 
if the user selects a down navigation option 404, then the 
spreadsheet view shifts down several rows to reach the next 
region of the spreadsheet. If the user then wishes to navigate 
to the right, then the user can select a right navigation option 
406 to further scroll to the right to see additional columns in 
the current region. An up navigation option can also be used 
as appropriate to shift the spreadsheet upward. These naviga 
tion concepts will now be illustrated graphically in FIGS. 
14-16. 
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0051 FIG. 14 is a simulated screen 420 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates an initial view of spreadsheet data 428 
that begins in an upper left corner of the spreadsheet. Upon 
selecting next row set option 422, the rows that are displayed 
get shifted by a pre-defined number of rows (such as fifty 
rows). Upon selecting right navigation option 424, the col 
umns that are displayed get shifted so that columns E, F, G, 
and H are shown for rows 1 through 14, for example. Upon 
selecting next column set option 426, the columns that are 
displayed get shifted by a pre-defined number of columns 
(such as four columns). 
0052 FIG. 15 is a simulated screen 430 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates some exemplary navigation and other 
options that appear at the bottom of the current view of 
spreadsheet data. If the user scrolls to the bottom of the data 
region being displayed in FIG. 14, then some additional navi 
gation and other options are presented. For example, the user 
can select a next row set option 432, next column option 434. 
next column set option 436, an option to go to one or more 
other sheets 438, an option to freeze a particular column or 
row 440, or to view certain display settings 442. The user can 
select an option to go to the first cell (A1) 444, to go back to 
the entry point 446, or to see the document properties 448. 
These navigation and other options are just provided for the 
sake of illustration, and numerous other variations could also 
be used instead of or in addition to these. 
0053 FIG.16 is a simulated screen 450 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates an exemplary navigation screen that can 
be displayed when a user selects a navigation button. In this 
example, the user is first prompted to specify how many 
columns to the right the data should be shifted. As screen such 
as FIG. 16 can be shown in an alternate implementation, Such 
as instead of the next row set option (432 on FIG. 15) and/or 
the next column set option (436 on FIG. 15) that were dis 
played directly on the navigation bar and in the bottom region 
of the spreadsheet. Upon receiving the user's selection 452 of 
the number of columns to scroll to the right, then the spread 
sheet view is updated accordingly. In other implementations, 
the view simply shifts by a pre-determined or user-defined 
setting that had specified the number of rows or columns to 
shift so that the user is not prompted to specify the informa 
tion every time he/she navigates through the document. 
0054 FIG. 17 is a simulated screen 460 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates an exemplary settings Screen that 
enables the user to customize various display settings. In this 
example, the user is able to choose a column option 462 to set 
the number of columns to be displayed per page, along with a 
row option 464 to set the number of rows to be displayed per 
page. 
0055 Turning now to FIGS. 18-23, options for freezing 
one or more portions of the spreadsheet from within the micro 
browser spreadsheet viewer are described. FIG. 18 is a pro 
cess flow diagram 500 for one implementation illustrating the 
stages involved in enabling a user to freeze a selected column 
or row in the spreadsheet. While the user is viewing a spread 
sheet (stage 502), he or she can select an option to freeze a 
column or row (stage 504). If an option is chosen to freeze a 
particular column, then the page is reconstructed to make Sure 
that the frozen column always displayed on the screen (stage 
506). If an option is chosen to freeze a particular row, then the 
page is reconstructed to make Sure that the frozen row always 
displayed on the screen (stage 508). When the user cancels 
freezing, the process ends at end point 510. FIGS. 19-23 are 
simulated Screens that illustrate the row and column freezing 
features in further detail. 

0056 FIG. 19 is a simulated screen 520 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates allowing a user to choose an option for 
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whether to freeze a row 522 or to freeze a column 524. In one 
implementation, the same options screen also contains an 
unfreeze option 526 to allow the user to turn off the freezing 
option. Upon selecting the option to freeze a column 524, a 
screen similar to the simulated screen 530 of FIG. 20 is 
displayed. Screen 530 allows the user to input the specific 
column 532 that he or she would like to freeze. Returning to 
FIG. 19, upon selecting the option to freeze a row 522, a 
screen similar to the simulated screen 540 of FIG. 21 is 
displayed. Screen 540 allows the user to input the specific row 
542 that he or she would like to freeze. Upon selecting one of 
the options to freeze a particular row or column, the spread 
sheet view is then updated so that the selected row or column 
stays in place even while the user navigates the rest of the 
document. 
0057 FIG.22 is a simulated screen 550 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates that the selected column has been frozen. 
In the example shown, Column A552 has been frozen, and the 
data that can shift left and right begins with Column B 554. 
0058 FIG. 23 is a simulated screen 560 for one implemen 
tation that illustrates the data having been shifted one cell to 
the right 564, but the frozen column (Column A 562 in this 
example) still remaining in place. 
0059. As shown in FIG. 24, an exemplary computer sys 
tem to use for implementing one or more parts of the system 
includes a computing device. Such as computing device 600. 
In its most basic configuration, computing device 600 typi 
cally includes at least one processing unit 602 and memory 
604. Depending on the exact configuration and type of com 
puting device, memory 604 may be volatile (such as RAM), 
non-volatile (such as ROM, flash memory, etc.) or some com 
bination of the two. This most basic configuration is illus 
trated in FIG. 24 by dashed line 606. 
0060 Additionally, device 600 may also have additional 
features/functionality. For example, device 600 may also 
include additional storage (removable and/or non-removable) 
including, but not limited to, magnetic or optical disks or tape. 
Such additional storage is illustrated in FIG. 24 by removable 
storage 608 and non-removable storage 610. Computer stor 
age media includes Volatile and nonvolatile, removable and 
non-removable media implemented in any method or tech 
nology for storage of information Such as computer readable 
instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. 
Memory 604, removable storage 608 and non-removable 
storage 610 are all examples of computer storage media. 
Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, 
ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, 
CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical stor 
age, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage 
or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium 
which can be used to store the desired information and which 
can accessed by device 600. Any such computer storage 
media may be part of device 600. 
0061 Computing device 600 includes one or more com 
munication connections 614 that allow computing device 600 
to communicate with other computers/applications 615. 
Device 600 may also have input device(s) 612 such as key 
board, mouse, pen, Voice input device, touch input device, etc. 
Output device(s) 611 Such as a display, speakers, printer, etc. 
may also be included. These devices are well known in the art 
and need not be discussed at length here. 
0062 Although the subject matter has been described in 
language specific to structural features and/or methodologi 
cal acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter defined 
in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the spe 
cific features or acts described above. Rather, the specific 
features and acts described above are disclosed as example 
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forms of implementing the claims. All equivalents, changes, 
and modifications that come within the spirit of the imple 
mentations as described herein and/or by the following claims 
are desired to be protected. 
0063 For example, a person of ordinary skill in the com 
puter software art will recognize that the examples discussed 
herein could be organized differently on one or more com 
puters to include fewer or additional options or features than 
as portrayed in the examples. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for performing a search for data in a spread 

sheet viewer on a mobile device comprising the steps of 
receiving a selection from a user to open a spreadsheet; 
receiving a find selection from the user; 
receiving one or more keywords from the user for which to 

the user wishes to search; 
finding any keywords in the spreadsheet which match the 

one or more keywords received from the user; 
retrieving a cell location of the one or more keywords 

found in the spreadsheet; 
constructing a results page that shows search one or more 

search result listings with the one or more keywords 
along with data Surrounding the one or more keywords; 
and 

displaying the results page. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the keyword is centered 

in each of the search result listings. 
3. The method of claim 1, wherein each of the search result 

listings is three rows high and three columns wide. 
4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 
receiving user selection of one of the search result listings. 
5. The method of claim 4, further comprising the steps of: 
returning to the spreadsheet to a location where the 

Selected search result listing is found. 
6. The method of claim 1, wherein the results page shows 

a cell name for each search result listing in which the keyword 
was found. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 
at the bottom of the results page, providing additional 

options to the user. 
8. The method of claim 7, wherein the additional options 

include options which allow the user to perform another 
search. 

9. The method of claim 7, wherein the additional options 
include an option to leave the results page and return back to 
the spreadsheet. 

10. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions for causing a computer to perform steps 
comprising: 

receiving a selection from a user to open a spreadsheet; 
displaying a portion of the spreadsheet in a current view: 
when the spreadsheet contains additional columns of data 

on a right side of any columns being displayed in the 
current view, providing a right navigation option that 
when selected will shift the spreadsheet rightward by a 
pre-defined number of cells; 

when the spreadsheet contains additional columns of data 
on a left side of any columns being displayed in the 
current view, providing a left navigation option that 
when selected will shift the spreadsheet leftward by the 
pre-defined number of cells; 
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when the spreadsheet contains additional rows of data on a 
lower side of any rows being displayed in the current 
view, providing a down navigation option that when 
selected will shift the spreadsheet downward by the pre 
defined number of cells; and 

when the spreadsheet contains additional rows of data on 
an upper side of any rows being displayed in the current 
view, providing an up navigation option that when 
selected will shift the spreadsheet upward by the pre 
defined number of cells. 

11. The computer-readable medium of claim 10, further 
having computer-executable instructions for causing a com 
puter to perform steps comprising: 

receiving a selection from a user to freeze a row or column 
of the spreadsheet. 

12. The computer-readable medium of claim 11, further 
having computer-executable instructions for causing a com 
puter to perform steps comprising: 

prompting the user to specify the row or column to freeze. 
13. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, further 

having computer-executable instructions operable to cause a 
computer to perform steps comprising: 

freezing the row or column that was specified by the user as 
the user navigates through the spreadsheet. 

14. The computer-readable medium of claim 13, further 
having computer-executable instructions for causing a com 
puter to perform steps comprising: 

receiving a selection from a user to unfreeze the row or 
column; and 

unfreezing the row or column in the spreadsheet. 
15. A method for optimizing a display of charts in spread 

sheets on a mobile device comprising the steps of 
receiving a selection from a user to open a spreadsheet on 

a mobile device; 
when the spreadsheet being opened contains a chart, dis 

playing an icon instead of the chart; 
receiving a selection from the user to view the chart; and 
retrieving and displaying the chart in the spreadsheet. 
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the chart is displayed 

at a size that fits completely within a viewing window on the 
mobile device. 

17. The method of claim 15, further comprising the steps 
of: 

receiving a selection from a user to Zoom in on the chart; 
and 

in response to the selection to Zoom in on the chart, dis 
playing the chart in a larger size on the mobile device. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the steps 
of: 

receiving a selection from the user to return to the spread 
sheet; and 

displaying the spreadsheet with the chart again represented 
as an icon. 

19. The method of claim 15, wherein the retrieving is 
performed by accessing an external computer over an Internet 
connection. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the retrieval of the 
chart is delayed until the chart is needed to preserve resources 
on the mobile device. 


